QuickLiner™ is a durable PVC panel system. It easily fastens to existing structures, protecting your walls and ceilings from corrosive elements while creating a clean, bright environment. Whether it is moisture or harsh cleaning chemicals, QuickLiner™ is your best line of defense.
**QUICKLINER™** is a wide, glossy-finish, extruded PVC panel with interlocking tongue and groove joints along each panel edge. It provides a superior aesthetic and easy-to-maintain wall and ceiling finish.

18” Wide by 3/8” Thick

**TRIMS & ACCESSORIES** available for corners, edges of openings, wall/ceiling interface, and panel joints to accommodate all of your project requirements.

12’ & 16’ Lengths
Fasteners & Spacers Available

QuickLiner™ panels meet the strict sanitation standards set by the CFIA and accepted by the FDA. Extruded from food-grade PVC, they are perfect for food-processing facilities, clean rooms, and anywhere hygiene is essential.

QuickLiner™ protects any type of wall or ceiling from moisture and chemicals. As PVC is inert to most mineral acids, bases, and salts, you can be confident our panels will stand the test of time.

QuickLiner™ forms a barrier between your wall and the elements that can harm it. Our durable panels are easy to clean and extend the life of your investment.
**SNAPTRIM™ EDGES**  No caulking or sealant is required. Finish quickly and professionally at any wall location. Easily replace damaged or vandalized panels without removal and re-installation of the adjoining panels.

**DURABLE PVC**  Our heavy duty panels are extruded from an industry leading grade of PVC. Available in 18” widths and lengths between 8’ and 20’.

**TONGUE & GROOVE**  Wide interlocking tongue and groove joint hides fasteners and allow a quick and simple installation.

**NAILING FLANGE**  Panels can be fastened to any structure and are typically supported every 16” to 24”. Our flange design accommodates expansion and contraction in varied temperatures.

**INDUSTRY-LEADING DURABILITY FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS**

**OCTAFORM® SNAPTRIM**

Whether you need to trim an opening or fix a mistake, SnapTrim™ makes it possible for anyone to finish like a pro.

Just fasten the appropriate anchor strip and a beautiful finishing piece snaps in place. No more patches or improvising. Just a professionally finished facility in a fraction of the time.
CAR WASH

REDUCED MAINTENANCE: Octaform ensures that your vehicle wash will look great and perform like the day it was built for many years to come. With Octaform’s easy-to-clean, bright white PVC finish, you don’t have to be concerned about maintenance and upkeep.

AGRICULTURE

HIGH SANITATION STANDARDS: Octaform can reduce the need for chemical pest control, antibiotics, or other medical treatment often necessitated by conventional environments. Octaform’s food-grade PVC finish is easy to clean and will not absorb bacteria or support the growth of mold.

CANNABIS CULTIVATION

COMPLIANCE: State of the art indoor Cannabis grow facilities need a sealed, smooth, reflective, and highly durable food-grade surface throughout the grow chambers, the entry vestibules, and often beyond, into the processing and storage areas of the building envelope.

CONTACT US  TEL: 604-408-0558 I TOLL FREE: 1-888-786-OCTA (6282)

OCTAFORM

FORMWORK

BUILDING FROM THE GROUND UP?
Choose our versatile stay-in-place PVC formwork system to form and protect your walls in one step!

OCTAFORM

COLUMN ARMOR

RESTORATION & REPAIR
A new premium jacket system that protects marine piles and bridge columns from corrosion.
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